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(54) Apparatus for sorting used bricks and a method

(57) Apparatus (1) for sorting used bricks (2). The
apparatus (1) is adapted to remove mortar, debris and
brick pieces from the used bricks, whereby cleaned
bricks are provided. The apparatus comprises a transport
unit (4) for transporting the used bricks 2 and at least one
sorting unit (5) comprising sorting stations (6) for remov-
ing mortar and brick, and a cleaning unit (7) for removing
the mortar adhering to the sorted used bricks (2). The
transport unit (4) comprises a number of separated par-

allel tracks (9) adapted to transport the bricks 2 axis-
parallel to the transport direction of the tracks (9), and in
the tracks (9) at least one sorting station (6) is placed.
The sorting station (6) is adapted to lead the used bricks
(2) measuring at least a length X from one end to the
other end of the brick (2), said length being parallel with
the longitudinal axis of the bricks, said bricks passing the
sorting unit (5).
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to an apparatus for sorting
used bricks and a method for carrying out such sorting,
said used bricks comprising a first end and an oppositely
placed second end, an upper surface and an oppositely
placed lower surface, and two oppositely placed side sur-
faces, a first and a second side surface, said apparatus
being adapted to remove mortar, debris and brick pieces
from the used bricks, whereby cleaned bricks are provid-
ed, said apparatus comprising a transport unit for trans-
porting the used bricks, and at least one sorting unit com-
prising sorting stations for removing mortar and brick
pieces from the used bricks, said apparatus further com-
prising a cleaning unit for removing mortar adhering to
the sorted used bricks.
[0002] US3080860 discloses a brick-cleaning ma-
chine. It comprises a screen plate comprising a rectan-
gular mesh screen plate and a series of openings of dif-
ferent sizes. Some of the openings are of sufficient size
to accommodate undersized bricks passing over the
openings to fall through the openings. Other openings
are of sufficient size to let a full-size brick drop through
it into a hopper placed beneath the openings. However,
the system has the drawbacks that a significant part of
the bricks or mortar is not removed and that bricks of the
right size do not all fall through the openings. This is due
to the construction of the screen plate and the fact that
the bricks are led to the screen plate in an unguided man-
ner. Therefore, the position of the bricks is random and
in bulk, and the construction causes a lot of bricks to be
sorted incorrectly.
[0003] Further, the construction does not provide suf-
ficient removal of mortar from the used bricks.
[0004] Therefore, it is an object of the present invention
to provide an apparatus and method overcoming at least
some of the disadvantages of the prior art or at least
providing a useful alternative.
[0005] According to a first aspect of the invention, an
apparatus as described in the introduction is provided,
where said transport unit comprises a number of sepa-
rated parallel tracks adapted to transport the bricks in the
transport direction of the tracks towards the cleaning unit,
and where at least one sorting station is placed in the
tracks, said sorting station being adapted to lead the used
bricks measuring at least a length X from one end to the
other end of the brick, said length being parallel with the
longitudinal axis of the bricks, said bricks passing the
sorting unit.
[0006] All the used bricks are directed to the tracks.
The tracks are constructed in such a way that the used
bricks are placed in line in each track. The bricks are
positioned with their longitudinal dimension oriented sub-
stantially parallel to the forward direction of movement
of the bricks along the tracks. In this way, only one brick
in each track passes the sorting unit, whereby the number
of bricks of the wrong size passing the sorting unit is
reduced. The sorting unit is constructed as an opening

in the tracks with a certain size. A connecting profile is
provided in the opening ensuring that bricks having a size
of the same length as the opening or larger pass over
the opening and proceed in the track at the other side of
the opening. Several sorting stations may be provided in
the tracks, and the openings may have different sizes in
order to improve the sorting. The profile is attached to or
near the bottom of the tracks at each side of the opening.
Advantageously, the profile is a V-shaped profile, the an-
gle being equivalent to the angle of the tracks. However,
the connecting profile may have other designs such as
several axis-parallelly rounded profiles, and there may
be more connecting profiles.
[0007] At the end of the transport unit, which may be
constructed as a conveyor belt, the bricks sorted out for
cleaning arrive at the cleaning unit. The transport unit
may also be constructed as a plane conveyor belt with
guiding means positioned at the sides for guiding the
bricks.
[0008] The cleaning unit comprises two cleaning sta-
tions, and a positioning means is placed between the
stations. The positioning means ensures that bricks are
positioned in such a way that the side surface not cleaned
in the first cleaning station is cleaned in the second sta-
tion. The top and lower surfaces of the bricks are cleaned
in both cleaning stations.
[0009] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion, the tracks are constructed as V-shaped tracks com-
prising a first side and a second side, said sides pointing
towards each other, and where the connection between
the two sides comprises a bottom of the V-shaped track,
the angle between the sides being be-tween 70-110 de-
grees. Thereby, each used brick is transported with a
longitudinal edge at the bottom of the track. This is a
simple way of ensuring that the bricks are transported in
line. Preferably, the angle is around 90 degrees.
[0010] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
sorting station comprises at least one opening in each of
the tracks, said opening comprising a first free end of
each of the tracks and a second free end of each of the
tracks, the opening being provided be-tween said free
ends, said sorting station further comprising at least one
connecting profile provided between said free ends.
[0011] By this construction, it is achieved that the used
bricks having a length smaller than the distance between
the free ends fall down in the opening and are removed.
The used bricks having a length equivalent to or longer
than the distance of the free ends are transported further.
The bricks having such dimension do not fall down
through the opening as one end of the bricks is supported
by the track itself, and the opposite end is supported by
the connecting profile.
[0012] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
length of the opening measured between the two free
ends is equivalent to or smaller than the length X of the
used bricks.
[0013] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
apparatus comprises several sorting units, each sorting
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unit comprising several openings placed in each of the
tracks, each opening having a length dimension equiva-
lent to or smaller than the length X of the used bricks.
[0014] Thereby, it is secured that mortar and brick piec-
es as well as bricks not having the wanted size are re-
moved.
[0015] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
length of the opening is adjustable.
[0016] Thereby, it is possible to use the same appara-
tus even when different sizes are wanted as the distance
between the free ends is shortened or extended as need-
ed.
[0017] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
connection profile comprises a V-shaped profile.
[0018] Thereby, the risk of bricks with the right size
falling down into the opening and being discarded is re-
duced. The bottom of the V-profile is placed at the same
level as the bottom of the V-formed tracks.
[0019] In a further embodiment of the invention, each
sorting unit comprises several sorting stations, and the
number of tracks of the transport unit leading the bricks
from a first sorting unit to a second unit is reduced from
a number A to a number B, and where the final sorting
unit is adapted to discard bricks positioned incorrectly in
the tracks.
[0020] At the beginning, the number of tracks (A) is
around 6-12. However, this number is reduced, advan-
tageously to two tracks (B).
[0021] In the final sorting unit, the length between the
two free ends is between the length of the used bricks
and 60-70% of the length of the used bricks. Thereby,
the bricks smaller than 2/3 of a brick are removed from
the apparatus. Further, one side of each V-shaped track
has an opening larger than X, whereby bricks positioned
incorrectly in the track are removed.
[0022] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
apparatus comprises positioning means adapted to po-
sition the used bricks in a well-defined position, said po-
sitioning means being adapted to position the used bricks
in such a way that the first side surfaces of the bricks are
facing the first or second side of the transport unit.
[0023] Thereby, the bricks are positioned in the same
way in the tracks.
[0024] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
apparatus comprises positioning means between the
cleaning unit and the sorting units, said positioning
means being adapted to position the used bricks in such
a way that the first side surfaces of the bricks are facing
the first or second side of the transport unit and that the
final sorting unit comprises openings in each tracks pro-
vided by gaps, said openings being provided by a first
gap of a length I1 in one side of the tracks and a second
gap of a length I2 in the other side of the tracks, one of
the lengths being larger than X and the other length being
smaller than X .
[0025] Thereby, the risk of too small bricks passing the
sorting unit without being removed is significantly re-
duced. Further, bricks positioned incorrectly in the tracks

are also discarded through the longest/largest gap of the
tracks.
[0026] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
positioning means has a triangular profile and an angle
being smaller than 90 degrees of said profile and pointing
towards the transport direction of the used bricks.
[0027] Thereby, the bricks are properly oriented as the
bricks are pushed towards the sides of the V-shaped
tracks.
[0028] The positioning means is constructed as a tri-
angular profile, and the apex of the profile is pointing
towards the transport direction of the bricks and placed
between the two tracks. The two sides of the triangular
profile making the apex are also angled in a direction
upwards forming two inclined surfaces.
[0029] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
cleaning unit comprises a first cleaning station and a sec-
ond cleaning station, a positioning means being placed
between said stations, whereby a side surface of the
bricks abutting the first side of the transport unit in the
first cleaning station is pivoted/oriented by said position-
ing means in such a way that the side surface abuts the
second side of the transport unit in said second cleaning
station.
[0030] Thereby, all four sides of the used bricks are
cleaned in said cleaning stations by the vibration. The
cleaning stations are equivalent to the cleaning stations
described in DK176427. The two ends in each of the
bricks abutting neighbouring bricks are cleaned due to
the friction between the bricks. The bricks pass in line.
[0031] In a further embodiment of the invention, the
cleaning unit comprises a frame comprising a built-in wire
net, said cleaning unit being connected to a vibrator,
whereby the net vibrates by said vibration and the mortar
is removed from the surfaces of the used bricks abutting
said nets.
[0032] In a further embodiment, the final sorting unit
comprises two sorting stations, each sorting station com-
prising an opening provided by a first gap in the first side
and a second gap provided in the second side, said one
of the gaps having a length larger than the other and
larger than the length X.
[0033] Thereby, used bricks having the right size but
placed incorrectly in the tracks, e.g. at the wrong side of
the tracks, are discarded through the opening provided
by the gap. In this way, it is achieved that all the bricks
arriving at the cleaning unit are placed in the same way
in the tracks, and the same surfaces of the bricks are
treated in the cleaning process.
[0034] In a further embodiment, the invention also
comprises a process for removing debris, brick pieces
and mortar from used bricks in an apparatus, said used
bricks comprising a first end and an oppositely placed
second end, a top upper surface and an oppositely placed
lower surface, two oppositely placed side surfaces, and
a first and a second side surface, said apparatus being
adapted to remove mortar, debris and brick pieces,
whereby cleaned bricks are provided, said apparatus
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comprising a transport unit for transporting the used
bricks and at least one sorting unit comprising sorting
stations for removing mortar and brick pieces from the
used bricks, said apparatus further comprising a cleaning
unit for removing mortar adhering to the sorted used
bricks, characterised in that the used bricks are directed
to the sorting unit in parallel lines positioning the bricks
with their longitudinal dimension oriented substantially
parallel to the forward direction of movement of the bricks,
where bricks having a length smaller than X are removed
from the used bricks in said sorting unit, and where the
used and sorted bricks are transported to the cleaning
station, the mortar being removed from the bricks in said
station providing clean bricks, said mortar being removed
by action of the cleaning station at the upper surface,
lower surface and the side surfaces.
[0035] The invention also comprises the use of the ap-
paratus for the process as claimed.
[0036] The apparatus is a moveable machine that can
be transported to areas, where the need for cleaning used
bricks is present.
[0037] The invention is explained in detail below with
reference to the drawings in which

Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of the apparatus
according to the invention,

Fig. 2a shows a sorting unit according to the inven-
tion comprising a number of sorting stations,

Fig. 2b shows a sectional view of the sorting unit in
Fig. 2a,

Figs. 3 and 4 show a detailed drawing of the posi-
tioning means,

Fig. 5 shows a detailed drawing of the final sorting
unit,

Fig. 6 shows a detailed drawing of a cleaning unit.

[0038] Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of an apparatus
1, said apparatus 1 being connected to a conveyer belt
31 transporting used bricks 2 to the apparatus 1 from a
hopper 30. A pre-sorting unit 28 is placed between the
hopper 30 and the conveyer belt 31, said pre-sorting unit
28 removing large items of mortar which is a well-known
technology. The used bricks 2 have varying quantities of
mortar adhering to their plane surfaces, which makes the
bricks non-uniform in shape and size. Thereby, at least
a certain quantity of the old mortar is desirably removed
from the opposite plane surfaces of the bricks before the
bricks are re-used.
[0039] The used bricks 2 are received and distributed
to a transport unit 4. The transport unit 4 transports the
used bricks 2 from the first end of the apparatus 1 to the
other end of the apparatus 1, where the used bricks 2
leave the apparatus 1 as clean bricks 3, i.e. the adhering

mortar has been removed from the surfaces of the bricks
2. At the start of the transport unit 4, the used bricks 2
are distributed into 6-8 axis-parallel tracks 9. The tracks
9 are V-shaped. The bricks 2 are moved in line in each
track to a sorting unit 5 comprising sorting stations 6
placed in each track 9. The sorting station 6 is configured
as an opening in each track 9. The openings in each track
9 may be separated from the neighbouring track or all
the openings may be connected to each other thus pro-
viding one single opening across the transport unit 4. In
the sorting unit 5, used brick pieces being 50 % of the
length of the whole brick or smaller are removed and fall
down into a tray 32 placed below the sorting unit 5. The
bricks 2 being larger than 50 % of the length of the whole
brick are moved forward and directed by positioning
means 26 from the several tracks 9 (6-12 tracks) into two
parallel tracks 9. Thereby, the bricks are aligned into two
straight lines and moved forward to a second positioning
means 26 designed in the same way as the former po-
sitioning means 26. The positioning means 26 ensures
that the bricks 2 are placed in the tracks 9 with the same
side of the bricks 2 abutting the same side of a track.
[0040] Then, the bricks are moved to another sorting
unit 5 (the final sorting unit) comprising two sorting sta-
tions 6, each sorting station 6 being placed in a track 9.
The used bricks 2 being 2/3 of the length of an intact brick
(length X) are discarded together with mortar and aggre-
gate. Bricks having the right size but placed incorrectly
in the tracks are also discarded through the openings.
This is due to one side in each track having an open-
ing/gap being larger than X. The discarded parts fall
through the opening and down into a tray or similar. Then,
the bricks with the same size (length X) are transported
to a cleaning unit 7 comprising two cleaning stations 29,
said stations being placed in line. In the first cleaning
station 29, three sides of the bricks are vibrated and
cleaned by the cleaning station.
[0041] The bricks 2 are rectangular units comprising
an upper surface 18, an oppositely placed lower surface
17, a first side surface 19 and an oppositely placed sec-
ond side surface 20, a first end 15 and an oppositely
placed second end 16. Varying quantities of mortar ad-
here to the surfaces.
[0042] The surfaces cleaned in the first cleaning station
are the upper surface 18, the lower surface 17 and one
side surface of the bricks. The two ends 15, 16 of a brick
are cleaned due to the friction between the ends of two
abutting bricks. The now semi-cleaned bricks are trans-
ported to the second cleaning station 29. A positioning
means 26 is placed between the first and second cleaning
stations 29. This positioning means 26 gives rise to the
bricks 2 being positioned in such a way that the side
surface not cleaned in the first cleaning station now abuts
the cleaning means in said station and is cleaned. Fur-
ther, the lower 17 and upper 18 surfaces are cleaned
again. Then, the bricks are removed from the apparatus
as clean bricks 3.
[0043] Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b show a detailed view of the
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transport unit 4 transporting the bricks 2 and the sorting
unit 5. The bricks 2 are transported in the V-shaped and
parallel-oriented tracks 10, one of the longitudinal edges
of the bricks facing the angle of the V. The tracks 10
comprise a first side 11 and a second side 12 connected
to each other and making a bottom 13. The angle be-
tween the tracks is between 70-100 degrees, preferably
90-110 degrees. Advantegously, the angle is around 90
degrees. The bricks 2 are guided towards the sorting unit
5. The sorting unit 5 comprises several sorting stations
6 designed as openings in each track 10. In this embod-
iment, the openings are connected to each other, where-
by one single large opening is achieved in the tracks,
said longitudinal axis of this opening placed perpendic-
ular to the transport direction of the bricks. However, the
openings may also be separated openings. The openings
in each track 10 is limited by a first free end 22 and placed
in the part of the track from where the brick is directed
and a second free end 13 delimiting the part of the track
to where the bricks are directed. A connecting profile 24
is provided between the two free ends 22, 23. The con-
necting profile 24 may be constructed in various ways as
two or more parallel, cylindrical profiles are connected at
the underside of the first side 11 and the second side 12
close to the angle. The connecting profile may also be
an angular-shaped profile also connected to the under-
side of the first side 11 and the second side 12. In this
context, the angle is substantially the same as the angle
between the two sides of the track. In the first sorting unit,
the distance between the two free ends 22, 23 is around
50 % of the length of the bricks X. Said X is the length of
the bricks being the output of cleaned bricks. The dis-
tance between the two free ends may be adjusted. Bricks
having a length larger than 50 % of the opening will be
transported further, and the bricks having a smaller
length will fall down in the opening and be removed from
the process. The bricks having a size of 50 % or more of
the opening are then safely directed to the sorting station
6. When a brick 2 arrives at the sorting station 6, the end
of the brick placed outside the supporting track 10 will be
supported by the connecting profile 24. Due to the brick
being 50 % or more of the length of the opening, this end
of the brick will be caught by the connecting profile 24
and guided to the other side, where the second end of
the track is placed. The end of the brick is caught before
the opposite end of the brick leaves the track part delim-
ited by the first free end 22.
[0044] Figs. 3 and 4 show a detailed drawing of a po-
sitioning means 26. The brick 2 having passed the first
sorting unit 5 will flow further down in the 6-8 parallel
tracks 10. When they meet a positioning means 26, they
will be directed into two parallel V-shaped tracks 9. In the
two tracks 9, the two bricks 2 are positioned in such a
way that the upper surface 18 or lower surface abuts the
first side 11 or the second side 12 of the tracks. The
positioning means 26 is constructed as a triangular pro-
file, and the apex of the profile 26 is pointing towards the
transport direction of the bricks 2 and placed between

the two tracks 10. The two sides of the triangular profile
making the apex are also angled in an upwards direction
making two inclined surfaces 36. After the bricks 2 have
passed the positioning means 26 dividing the bricks into
the two tracks, they are in another station also comprising
positioning means 26. Said station being constructed as
explained above is oriented by said positioning means
26 in such a way that the bricks having a length of X are
nearly all abutting the same side surface in each track 10.
[0045] Fig. 5 shows another sorting unit 5 placed after
the first sorting unit 5 and where the sorting stations 6
have such dimensions that bricks being 2/3 of the length
X or smaller are discarded. Bricks 2 placed incorrectly in
the tracks are also discarded. The opening in the V-
shaped tracks is designed so that one side of each track
has an opening/a gap larger than the length X of the
bricks, whereby bricks positioned incorrectly are re-
moved. The openings are provided by a first gap 21 of a
length I1 at one side of the tracks and a second gap 25
of a length I2 at the other side of the tracks and one of
the lengths being larger than X and the other length being
smaller than X.
[0046] The bricks 2 passing the last sorting unit 5 will
arrive at the cleaning unit 7. The cleaning unit 7 compris-
es two cleaning stations 29. The two cleaning stations
are constructed in the same way. The cleaning of the
bricks takes place with a device comprising a frame 34
comprising a built-in wire net, said frame 34 being con-
nected to a vibrator 35. The net vibrates by the move-
ments formed by the vibrator 35, and the mortar is re-
moved from the surfaces of the used bricks abutting the
nets.
[0047] Danish patent DK176427 describes the clean-
ing station in detail.
[0048] Fig. 6 shows a cleaning station 29 comprising
a frame with wire net. The vibrator 35 ensures that the
frame vibrates, and when it touches the free surfaces of
the bricks, these are cleaned.

List of references
1. Apparatus
2. Used bricks
3. Clean bricks
4. Transport unit

5. Sorting unit
6. Sorting station
7. Cleaning unit
8.
9. Parallel tracks
10. V-shaped tracks

11. First side
12. Second side
13. Bottom
14.
15. First end
16. Second end
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Claims

1. An apparatus (1) for sorting used bricks (2), said
used bricks (2) comprising a first end (15) and an
oppositely placed second end (16), an upper surface
(18) and an oppositely placed lower surface (17),
and two oppositely placed side surfaces, a first (19)
and a second (20) side surface, said apparatus (1)
being adapted to remove mortar, debris and brick
pieces from the used bricks, whereby cleaned bricks
(3) are provided, said apparatus (1) comprising a
transport unit (4) for transporting the used bricks (2),
and at least one sorting unit (5) comprising sorting
stations (6) for removing mortar and brick pieces
from the used bricks (2), said apparatus (1) further
comprising a cleaning unit (7) for removing mortar
adhering to the sorted used bricks (2), character-
ised in that the transport unit (4) comprises a
number of separated parallel tracks (9) adapted to
transport the bricks (2) in the transport direction of
the tracks (9) towards the cleaning unit (7), and at
least one sorting station (6) is placed in the tracks
(9), said sorting station (6) being adapted to lead the
used bricks (2) measuring at least a length X from
one end to the other end of the brick (2), said length
being parallel with the longitudinal axis of the bricks,
said bricks passing the sorting unit (5).

2. An apparatus (1) according to claim 1, character-
ised in that the tracks (9) are constructed as V-
shaped tracks (9) comprising a first side (11) and a
second side (12), said sides pointing towards each

(continued)

17. Lower surface
18. Upper surface
19. First side surface
20. Second side surface
21. First gap
22. First free end

23. Second free end
24. Connecting profile
25. Second gap
26. Positioning means
27. Receiving unit
28. Pre-sorting unit

29. Cleaning station
30. Hopper
31. Conveyor belt
32. Tray
33.
34. Frame with wire net

35 Vibrator
36 Inclined surfaces

other, and that the connection between the two sides
comprises a bottom (13) of the V-shaped track, the
angle between the sides being between 70-110 de-
grees.

3. An apparatus (1) according to claim 1 or 2, charac-
terised in that the sorting station (6) comprises at
least one opening (21) in each of the tracks (9), said
opening (21) comprising a first free end (22) of each
of the tracks (9) and a second free end (23) of each
of the tracks (9), the opening (21) being provided
between said free ends (22, 23), said sorting station
(6) further comprising at least one connecting profile
(24) provided between said free ends.

4. An apparatus (1) according claim 3, characterised
in that the length of the opening (21) measured be-
tween the two free ends (22, 23) is equivalent to or
smaller than the length X of the used bricks.

5. An apparatus (1) according to any of the preceding
claims, characterised in that the apparatus (1)
comprises several sorting units (5), each sorting unit
comprising several openings (21) placed in each of
the tracks (9), each opening (21) having a length
dimension equivalent to or smaller than the length X
of the used bricks (2).

6. An apparatus (1) according to claims 3-5, charac-
terised in that the length of the opening (21) is ad-
justable.

7. An apparatus (1) according to claims 3-6, charac-
terised in that the connection profile (24) comprises
a V-shaped profile.

8. An apparatus (1) according to any of the preceding
claims, characterised in that each sorting unit (5)
comprises several sorting stations, (6) and the
number of tracks (9) of the transport unit (4) leading
the bricks (2) from a first sorting unit (5) to a second
unit (5’) is reduced from a number A to a number B,
and that the final sorting unit is adapted to discard
bricks positioned incorrectly in the tracks.

9. An apparatus (1) according to any of the preceding
claims, characterised in that the apparatus com-
prises positioning means (26) adapted to position
the used bricks (2) in a well-defined position, said
positioning means (26) being adapted to position the
used bricks in such a way that the first side surfaces
(19) of the bricks are facing the first (11) or second
(12) side of the transport unit (4).

10. An apparatus (1) according to any of the preceding
claims, characterised in that the apparatus (1)
comprises positioning means (26) between the
cleaning unit (7) and the sorting units (5), said posi-
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tioning means (26) being adapted to position the
used bricks in such a way that the first side surfaces
(19) of the bricks are facing the first (11) or second
(12) side of the transport unit (4), and that the final
sorting unit comprises openings in each tracks pro-
vided by gaps, said openings being provided by a
first gap (21) of a length I1 in one side of the tracks
and a second gap (25) of a length I2 in the other side
of the tracks, one of the lengths being larger than X
and the other length being smaller than X .

11. An apparatus (1) according to claims 9-10, charac-
terised in that the positioning means (26) has a tri-
angular profile and an angle being smaller than 90
degrees of said profile and pointing towards the
transport direction of the used bricks (2).

12. An apparatus (1) according to any of the preceding
claims, characterised in that the cleaning unit (7)
comprises a first cleaning station (29’) and a second
cleaning station (29"), a positioning means (26) be-
ing placed between said stations, whereby a side
surface (19, 20) of the bricks abutting the first side
(11) of the transport unit (4) in the first cleaning sta-
tion (29’) is pivoted/oriented by said positioning
means (26) in such a way that the side surface (19,
20) abuts the second side (12) of the transport unit
(4) in said second cleaning station (29").

13. An apparatus (1) according to any of the preceding
claims, characterised in that the cleaning unit (7)
comprises a frame comprising a built-in wire net, said
cleaning unit (7) being connected to a vibrator (35),
whereby the net vibrates by said vibration, and the
mortar is removed from the surfaces of the used
bricks abutting said nets.

14. A method for removing debris, brick pieces and mor-
tar from used bricks in an apparatus (1), said used
bricks comprising a first end (15) and an oppositely
placed second end (16), a top upper surface (18)
and an oppositely placed lower surface (17), two op-
positely placed side surfaces, and a first and a sec-
ond side surface, said apparatus (1) being adapted
to remove mortar, debris and brick pieces , whereby
cleaned bricks (3) are provided, said apparatus (1)
comprising a transport unit (4) for transporting the
used bricks (2) and at least one sorting unit (5) com-
prising sorting stations (6) for removing mortar and
brick pieces from the used bricks, said apparatus (1)
further comprising a cleaning unit (7) for removing
mortar adhering to the sorted used bricks, charac-
terised in that the used bricks are directed to the
sorting unit (5) in parallel lines positioning the bricks
with their longitudinal dimension oriented substan-
tially parallel to the forward direction of movement
of the bricks, where bricks having a length smaller
than X are removed from the used bricks in said sort-

ing unit, and where the used and sorted bricks being
transported to the cleaning station (7), the mortar
being removed from the bricks in said station provid-
ing clean bricks, said mortar being removed by action
of the cleaning station at the upper surface, lower
surface and the side surfaces.

15. Use of an apparatus (1) according to claims 1-13 for
carrying out the method according to claim 14.
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